Vocabulary Words
mimicked fussed pale admired notice haze

1. We could not see the sun because of the ____________.

2. Jane ____________ the pretty red bike.

3. The children _____________ the ducks when they said, “Quack, quack.”

4. We did not ____________ that Tom had left the room.

5. The baby ____________ because he wanted to eat.

6. Bob mixed white paint and red paint to make a ____________ pink.

Comprehension

7. “Cool Ali” is a ____________________.
   A. non-fiction book    B. real story    C. folktale

8. What does Ali like to do? _______________________

9. When Ali goes outdoors, what is everybody thinking about?

____________________________________

11. How does Mrs. Frye show that she likes Ali’s drawing?

____________________________________

12. What does Ali draw to keep Ira cool?

____________________________________

13. What is the setting of this story?

____________________________________

14. What does Mr. Boyle do after Ali draws the North Wind?

____________________________________

15. Ali makes everyone feel cooler by drawing ____________________.

16. No one notices the rain because everyone ________________________________________________________________________.

17. Pinged, drummed, and hissed are sounds that ________________________________________________________________________.

18. In this story moaned means ____________________.